Supplementary File 4: Narrative synthesis and additional tables for Chapter 2, Clinical utility of
Oncotpye DX

In this review, clinical utility relates to the impact of the prospective use of the test on patient
outcomes such as survival and recurrence. The ideal study design would be an RCT where patients are
randomised to treatment guided by the test or treatment according to usual practice. Additional study
designs for clinical utility are observational cohorts (either prospective or retrospective) where
patients received the test prospectively in clinical practice, and data are available for both the test
results and clinical outcomes. These observational designs are at higher risk of bias from
confounding.
Five data sets reported across nine published references1-9 and one AIC manuscript10 reported
evidence relating to the clinical utility of Oncotype DX and met the inclusion criteria for the review.
One further study9, 11, 12 did not meet the inclusion criteria for the review in that the follow up was less
than 5 years (for outcome BCSS). We have presented data relating to this study as it was the only
identified study presenting subgroup analyses for micrometastases and by race, both of which were
subgroups specified in the NICE scope13 and for which there are very limited data.

Study design and chemotherapy rates: Oncotype DX clinical utility
Study characteristics are presented in Table 1. Two studies had a prospective trial design.1-4 Only one
study, the Trial Assigning Individualized Options for Treatment (TAILORx),1 randomises patients to
treatment guided by the test or treatment according to usual practice. This study aims to assess the
clinical utility of Oncotype DX. Women with RS<11 were assigned to endocrine therapy alone, while
women with RS 11-25 were randomised to either endocrine therapy plus chemotherapy or endocrine
therapy alone. As of July 2017, this study had only reported results for the low-risk (RS<11) group
(n=1626). Data for this group are effectively prospective observational data.
The West German Study Group Plan B (WSG Plan B)2-4, 14 trial (n=3198) is also a prospective RCT,
but does not aim to assess the clinical utility of Oncotype DX, as it randomises patients with RS≥12 to
two different sorts of chemotherapy. However, a translational research aim was to assess the risk of
recurrence in patients with RS <12 who were not treated with adjuvant chemotherapy. This group is
again effectively a prospective observational cohort.

Three studies had an observational design and were retrospective analyses of routinely collected data
at three centres or areas: MD Anderson Cancer Centre in the USA (n=1030),5 Clalit Health Services7, 8
in Israel (n=1594 LNmic-LN3; n=627 LN0-LNmic; additional analyses10 were provided to the EAG
as Academic in Confidence data but cannot be reported here), and the Memorial Sloan Kettering

Centre in the USA (n=1406).6 In all cases, treatment was given according to routine clinical practice,
including the Oncotype DX RS, which resulted in differing levels of chemotherapy being prescribed
per risk group and per study. Chemotherapy ranged from 1%8 to 12%6 in low RS groups (RS <18),
from 26%8 to 43%5 in the intermediate-risk group (RS 18-30) 89%8 to 90%5 in the high-risk group.

The study that did not meet the inclusion criteria (due to insufficient follow-up length) was of a
similar design to the other retrospective analyses, and was based on the prospectively maintained
SEER (Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results) database and Genomic Health’s clinical
laboratory database.11,

12

Chemotherapy rates for low (RS <18), intermediate (RS 18-30) and high

(RS>30) risk patients were 7%, 34% and 69% in lymph node negative patients, respectively, and
somewhat higher at 23%, 47% and 75% in lymph node positive patients, respectively.

Patients: Oncotype DX clinical utility
Prospective trials: Both trials1-4 recruited HR+, HER2- patients, but TAILORx recruited LN0 patients
with tumours sized 1.1 to 5cm (or 0.6 to 1.0cm in intermediate or high-risk tumours), whilst WSG
Plan B recruited clinically high-risk (pT1-T4c; LN+ (or LN0 with a risk factor (CpT2, grade 2/3, high
uPA/PAI-1, <35 years, or HR-negative))) patients with 0 to three positive lymph nodes.
Observational studies: All three data sets5-8 recruited ER+, HER2- patients and only recruited patients
who had had an Oncotype DX test. It was not always clear how (or even whether) patients were
selected for the test, and how this may have affected the patient spectrum. The MD Anderson study
recruited only Stage 1 patients,5 the Memorial Sloan Kettering study recruited Stage 1 and 2 patients6
and the Clalit Health Services study did not restrict by stage of disease.7 The MD Anderson and
Memorial Sloan Kettering studies recruited only patients with no or micro lymph node metastases
(LN0-LNmic).5,

6

The Clalit Health Services reported two subgroups across two publications:7,

8

patients with LN0-LNmic8 and patients with micro metastases or between one and three lymph node
metastases (LNmic – LN3).7,

8

Additional analyses10 were provided to the EAG as Academic in

Confidence data but cannot be reported here
The study that did not meet the inclusion criteria (SEER database)11, 12 recruited patients with LN0 to
LN3, and subgrouped patients according to age (40-85 years), lymph node status (LN0, LNmic-LN3,
LNmic alone) and race (black, white, other).

Quality assessment: Oncotype DX clinical utility
The highest level of evidence for clinical utility is an RCT of treatment guided by the test versus
treatment guided according to usual practice. Assessment with the Cochrane risk of bias tool for
RCTs indicates all studies are of poor quality to meet this aim (Table 2).

Results: Oncotype DX clinical utility
Data relating to the clinical utility of Oncotype DX are presented in Table 9 of the main report. Whilst
all studies report data relating to recurrence or survival, differences in cut off points (RS<11, <12 and
<18), patient populations (clinically high-risk, LN0, LN+), treatment regimens (some patients had
chemotherapy in some studies) and outcome measures (DRFS, DFS, DRFI, BCSS, OS) precluded a
meaningful meta-analysis.

Whilst two studies use RCT datasets, neither presents data for the test versus usual practice. As such,
the evidence base is exclusively single-armed in nature and cannot address the question of whether the
test can improve patient outcomes compared to usual practice. It can, however, reveal something
about the ability of the test to identify a group at very low risk of recurrence who could avoid
chemotherapy. Data relating to risk in intermediate and high-risk categories are, without a no-test
comparator arm, difficult to interpret in the context of clinical utility. The results presented here are
therefore divided into two subsections:
•

Outcomes in low-risk patients: Assessing the ability of the test to identify a group of patients
at low-risk of recurrence who can avoid chemotherapy

•

Outcomes in intermediate- and high-risk patients treated according to clinical practice:
Observational data relating to clinical outcomes in these patients.

A further section relating to protocol-defined subgroups then follows:
•

Outcomes in protocol-defined subgroups.

Outcomes in low-risk patients
DRFS: The TAILORx trial1 and the MD Anderson observational study5 reported 5-year DRFS in lowrisk patients. DRFS appears very low for patients with RS<11 (99.3%)1 but somewhat higher when
the cut point is increased to RS<18 (95.9%)5 even though this study included only Stage 1 patients.
DRFI: The Clalit Health7, 10 and the Memorial Sloan Kettering6 observational studies reported DR
rates at 5 years, which have been converted into 5-year DRFI (proportion free of distant recurrence,
not including death, at 5 years) for ease of comparison with other outcomes.
In both studies,6-8 a proportion of patients received chemotherapy in all risk groups (Table 9 of the
main report). In the LN0-LNmic group, 5-year DRFI in the low-risk group (RS<18) was similar in
both studies, at 99.5% (95% CI: 98.4, 99.8)8 and 99.6% (95% CI: NR)6 respectively, although
chemotherapy rates were somewhat different at 1% and 12%, respectively. In the LNmic-LN3 group,

reported for the Clalit Health study only, DRFI in the low-risk group (RS<18) was lower at 96.8%
(95% CI: NR).7

For LN0-LNmic patients, a lower cut point for low-risk patients (RS<11) was reported in the
Memorial Sloan Kettering study6 and the proportion of patients free from distant recurrence at 5 years
was higher compared to RS<18, at 99.9% (95% CI: NR). For LNmic-LN3 patients, the lower cut
point of RS<11 surprisingly resulted in a DRFI of 95.1% (95% CI: NR), which was slightly lower
than for RS<18 (96.8%; 95% CI: NR).7
IDFS: The WSG Plan B study2-4 reported 5-year IDFS, at cut points RS<12 for low-risk, as 94.2%
(95% CI: 91.2, 97.3). TAILORx1 reported IDFS for low-risk (RS<11) patients as 93.8% (95% CI:
92.4, 94.9%).
BCSS/OS: OS was reported in the TAILORx study,1 and BCSS (converted from breast cancer death
rates) was reported in the Clalit Health study for both subgroups (LN0-mic and LNmic-LN3)7, 8 and
for the SEER registry.11, 12 OS was reported in the WSG Plan B study,2-4 but follow up was less than 5
years and the data were not extracted. 5-year OS in TAILORx1 was 98.0% (95% CI: 97.1, 98.6%) for
patients with RS<11. In the Clalit Health study, LN0-1mic with RS<18, BCSS was 99.9% (95% CI:
99.0, 100.0%).8 For the LNmic-LN3 subgroup of the Clalit Health study,7 BCSS was 98% in RS<11
patients and 99.1% in RS<18 patients.

Outcomes in intermediate and high-risk patients
DRFS: The MD Anderson study5 also reported 5-year DRFS for the high-risk group. This was 76.4%
(95% CI: 59.2, 87.1%). The difference between risk groups was statistically significant in an
unadjusted analysis (p<0.0001) and non-significant in a multivariable analysis (p=0.083 for high vs.
low; p=0.066 for intermediate vs. low).

DRFI: Data on intermediate and high-risk groups were reported in the Clalit Health study for both
LN0-1mic8 and for the LNmic-LN37 groups. DRFI decreased with increasing risk group in both
subgroups but formal statistical comparisons were not reported. The LNmic-LN3 subgroup had lower
5-year DRFI in all risk groups (DRFI RS<18: 96.8%; RS18-30: 93.4%; RS>30: 83.6%) compared
with LN0-LNmic (DRFI RS<18: 99.5%; RS18-30: 98.8%; RS>30: 93.1%) Data using the 11-25 cut
offs were not reported for LN0-LNmic, but resulted in different DRFI in LNmic-LN3 patients(DRFI
RS<11: 95.1%;RS11-25: 96.1%; RS>25: 86.8%).
IDFS: The WSG Plan B study2-4 reported 5-year IDFS, at cut points 12-25 for intermediate-risk and
>25 for high-risk. These were 94% and 84% respectively, with p<0.001 between groups

(multivariable p=0.001). TailorX1 reported IDFS for low-risk (RS<11) patients as 93.8% (95% CI:
92.4, 94.9%).
BCSS/OS: OS was not reported for the intermediate- and high-risk groups in TAILORx.1 5-year
BCSS for intermediate- and high-risk groups in the LN0-1mic group of the Clalit Health Services
study8 were 98.5% (95% CI: 97.1, 99.2%) and 90.6% (95% CI: 84.5, 94.4%) respectively (p<0.00)1
between risk groups, and 97.4% (95% CI: NR) and 86.9% (95% CI: NR) in the LNmic-LN3
subgroups (p-value not reported) of the Clalit Health Services study.7

Outcomes in protocol-defined subgroups
Micrometastases: The NICE scope lists micrometastases as a subgroup of interest to the assessment.
Only one study that met the inclusion criteria for the review reported data for patients with
micrometastases separately (Clalit Health Services),7 and as such an additional study (SEER
database)11, 12 that followed up patients for <5 years and reported actuarial 5 year BCSS was included.
In the Clalit Health Services LNmic-LN3 analysis,7 5-year DRFI was generally higher in the LNmic
group compared to the LN1mic LN-3 group, for example, for low-risk patients (RS<18) DRFI was
99.3% (95% CI: NR) and 96.8% (95% CI: NR) respectively. However, BCSS was very similar in
each group at 99.3% (95% CI: NR) and 99.1% (95% CI: NR), respectively.
The SEER registry data9, 11, 12 reported subgroups of LN0 (ages 40-84 years), LN1-LN3 (all ages) and
LNmic (all ages). Actuarial 5 year BCSS for low-risk patients (RS<18) were similar at 99.6% (95%
CI: 99.4%, 99.7%), 98.9% (95% CI: 97.4, 99.6%) and 99.4% (95% CI: 97.4, 99.9%), respectively
(though data for micrometastases is from a later publication with more patients).9 Data were also
similar across subgroups within the intermediate group (LN0 98.6, LN+ 97.7) and high-risk group
(LN0 95.6, LN+ 85.7). There was a statistically significant difference between groups for LN0
(p<0.001, unadjusted and multivariable) and LN+ patients (p<0.001 for unadjusted; not reported for
multivariable; Table 9 of the main report).

Race: The NICE scope lists race as a subgroup of interest to the assessment. Only the SEER registry
data11, 12 (which followed up patients for <5 years and reported actuarial 5 year BCSS) reported an
analysis by race, whereby patients were categorised as white, black or other. Data were reported for
LN0 and LN1-3 patients separately, and showed generally similar rates across race categories, within
risk categories (Table 9 of the main report).

Table 1:

Clinical utility studies: Oncotype DX

Reference; N

Cohorts

Sparano 20151
LN0, N=1626

TAILORx

Le Du 20155

MD Anderson

N=1030

Country Study design

Details of Cut-offs Population
Nodal
test
status
Prospective
cohort FFPE
RS<11 pts 100% HR+
LN0
USA
(within an RCT)
Genomic only
100% HER2Health
70% postmeno
100% female
Tumour size 1.1 to 5cm, or 0.61.0cm with
inter/high
grade,
indicated for CTa
11-25
100% ER+
LN0/LNmic
USA
Retrospective cohort NR
study
100% HER264% postmeno
100% female
Stage I disease
Had O-DX test
cohort NR
Germany Prospective
12-25
100% HR+
LN0-3
(within an RCT)
Genomic
100% HER2LN0 58.8%
Health
Pre/post meno
LN1-3
100% female
41.2%
High clinical risk d

Nitz 2017 3, 4, 14
N=2642

WSG PlanB

Stemmer 20167
Stemmer 20168

Clalit
Health Israel
Services

1)LN0-1mic,
N=15948
2)LN1mic – LN3,
N=6277

Retrospective cohort NR
study

11-25
18-30

100% ER+
100% HER2Meno NR
Had O-DX test

Endo / chemo
100% ET
100% CT

98% ET
27% CT
Treated according to
usual practice with O-DX

Treated according to RS:
RS<12 endo only
RS≥12, chemo + endoe

1) LN0 90% Treated according to
LNmic 10% usual practice with O-DX
test
1) % ET NR
2)LNmicLN3
20% CT
2) % ET NR
27% CT

Wen 20176
N=1406

Memorial Sloan USA
Kettering

Retrospective cohort NR
study

Petkov 201615
Roberts 201612

SEER registry

Retrospective cohort NR
study
Genomic
health

1) LN0, all ages
N=40,134
2) LNmic-LN3, all
ages, N =4,691

USA

RS <18 100% HR+
LN0-mic
pts only 100% HER264% postmeno
Cut point 99.9% female
RS 11
All pts tumour >0.5cm routinely
tested and some <0.5cm
RS<18 only
18-30
100% HR+
1) LN0
100% HER22)LNmic40-85 years old
LN3
Unclear if only those with O-DX test

Treated according to
usual practice with O-DX
test
97% ET
12% CT

Treated according to
usual practice with O-DX
test
1) ET NR
23% CT
2) ET NR
35% CT

N, number of patient; CT, chemotherapy; ET, endocrine therapy; FFPE, formalin fixed paraffin embedded; HR+, hormone receptor positive; HER2, human epidermal growth factor receptor; ER+, oestrogen receptor
positive; LN, lymph node; RS, Oncotype DX recurrence; mic, micrometastases; NR, not reported
a
indicated for CT by NCCN guidelines; d HER2-negativity; pT1-T4c; LN+ [or LN0 with a risk factor (CpT2, grade 2/3, high uPA/PAI-1, <35 years, or HR-negative)]14 e patients were treated according to Oncotype
DX score, with those with RS<12 receiving ET only, and those with RS≥12 receiving CT+ET;

Table 2:

TAILORx1
MD Anderson
Le Du 20155
WSG PlanB2-4
Clalit
Health
Services7, 8, 10
Memorial Sloan
Kettering6
SEER
registry11, 12

Quality assessment of clinical utility studies: Oncotype DX
Random
sequence
generation

Allocation
concealment

Blinding
(outcome
assessment)

Incomplete
outcome data

Selective
reporting

High
High

Blinding
(participants
and
personnel)
High
High

High
High

Low
Low

High
High

Unclear
Unclear

High
High

High
High

High
High

Low
Low

High
High

Unclear
Unclear

High

High

High

Low

High

Unclear

High

High

High

Low

High

Unclear

High/low/unclear relates to risk of bias on each criterion
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